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Intelligence’ of Auditory Hair BundlesIn vertebrate hair cells, the hair bundle is responsible for the conversion of
mechanical vibrations into electrical signals. In a combined experimental and
computational tour de force, a group of researchers now presents
a quantitative model that explains how the bundle’s specific microarchitecture
gives rise to its exquisite mechanosensory properties.Jo¨rg Albert
Living in groups has certain
advantages. Animals co-operate
to increase their foraging success,
minimise their heat loss or confuse their
predators [1]; others, like flocks of birds
[2] or swarms of krill [3], are deemed to
fly or swim in formation, at least partly,
for fluid dynamical reasons, i.e. to
reduce the costs of locomotion.
In order to profit from this collective
effect, however, the individuals within
a swarm must somehow be ‘coupled’
to each other to form a group
(and move as a unit) in the first place.
The hydrodynamic group benefit
crucially depends on a particular
distribution of individuals within the
collective flow field and each individual
must thus have some sort of control
over the distance to its neighbours.
From a fluid dynamics perspective, the
bundle of mechanosensory stereocilia
on top of vertebrate hair cells — the
so-called hair bundle (Figure 1A,
inset) — could be described as
a ‘sedentary swarm’: bathed in thefluid-filled, endolymphatic space of
the cochlea, all stereocilia within a hair
bundle move coherently as a unit [4] in
response to intra-cochlear pressure
waves. The relative position, spacing,
and mobility of individual stereocilia
within a bundle are specified by
a complex set of different linkers [5]
(see inset of Figure 1A for examples).
Using a combined approach of finite
element analysis, macroscopic
modelling and interferometric
measurements of hair bundle
mechanics, Kozlov et al. [6] now
provide evidence that the close
apposition of individual stereocilia,
which results from the multiple linkers,
greatly reduces the viscous friction
between them.
The over-damped environment of the
cochlear fluids that opposes bundle
motion and continuously drains energy
from the sound stimuli is at the root of
one of the longest standingmysteries in
hearing research: how can a hair bundle
act as a mechanical resonator at
frequencies of up to tens of kilohertz,
when being embedded in a highlyviscous fluid? Or, as one author once
put it [7], how can one make a tuning
fork vibrate in honey? It was Thomas
Gold [8] who first proposed that there
must be an active process that
counteracts, and compensates for,
the viscous damping. Two distinct
mechanisms [9–11] of active
mechanical stimulus amplification by
hair cells have meanwhile been
demonstrated. They operate on
different levels but share the common
feature that they both crucially rely,
directly or indirectly, on feedback
signalling through the hair cell’s
mechanotransducer channels.
The concerted and coherent
movement of all stereocilia of one
bundle, and thus the concerted and
synchronized gating of all the
bundle’smechanotransducer channels,
are therefore a fundamental
prerequisite for active stimulus
amplification and sensitive hearing in
vertebrates.
In their recent study Kozlov et al.
[6] explore how distinct
components of the hair bundle’s
microanatomy — specifically tip links
and horizontal top connectors
(Figure 1) — contribute to its unique
mechanical oscillation properties.
Materially, the obliquely oriented
tip links and the perpendicular top
connectors can both be imagined
as macromolecular springs that
interconnect adjacent stereocilia.
Conceptually, however, they fall
into two distinct categories. Whereas
Figure 1. Modelling hair bundle motions.
(A) Photograph of the dynamically scaled macroscopic model constructed by Kozlov et al. [6]
(G, gearbox; M, model; F, force transducer; picture courtesy of A. Kozlov). Inset: newt hair
bundle depicting three types of bundle linkers (AL, ankle links; HTC, horizontal top connectors;
TL, tip links; photograph courtesy of Andrew Forge). (B) Perpendicular horizontal top connec-
tors (blue) hold adjacent stereocilia in close apposition during deflections. This prevents the
splay between the stereocilia but allows for the relative sliding of one stereocilium relative
to the other which stretches the obliquely oriented tip links (orange). As a result of the coupling
through the top connectors, the liquid flux between the space outside (indicated by the irreg-
ularly spaced bubbles) and inside (regularly spaced bubbles) the bundle is virtually abolished
and the liquid within the bundle effectively immobilized, greatly reducing the viscous drag
opposing the bundle’s motion.
Dispatch
R633tip links are involved in funnelling forces
to — and are thus mechanically in
series with — the transducer channels,
the top connectors act mechanically in
parallel. Heeding Richard Feynman’s
famous notion that ‘‘What I cannot
create, I do not understand’’, Kozlov
et al. [6] first built a dynamically
scaled, macroscopic model of the hair
bundle (Figure 1A) which they used to
infer some of the bundle’s fundamental
mechanical parameters. In a huge
computational effort that required
about 100,000 hours of CPU time,
Kozlov et al. [6] then went on to
develop a comprehensive finite
element model of hair bundle
mechanics that hasw800,000 degrees
of freedom and is, at present, the only
representation that can resolve fluid
motions in the bundle’s outer
boundary layer as well as in the spaces
between adjacent stereocilia
(Figure 1B). It is this unprecedented
resolution that allowed for the study’s
most central findings.
As previously reported [12], the
movements of individual stereocilia
can be divided into two major modes.
First, the ‘squeezing mode’, which
represents a splay between adjacent
stereocilia that widens, or narrows,
the gap between them, and second,
the ‘sliding mode’, which leaves this
gap unaffected and resembles the
motion of two windscreen wipers that
pivot by the same (small) angles
about their bases. From
a mechanosensory perspective, the
‘sliding mode’, which stretches the
obliquely oriented tip links and thereby
produces the forces that gate the
transducer channels, is the desired
mode of motion. The squeezing mode,
in contrast, poses one of the greatest
challenges to coherent bundle
movement across the frequency range.
The changes in gap width that
characterize this particular mode of
motion lead to liquid fluxes into and
out of the bundle, which, due to the
narrow gap sizes, associate with steep
velocity gradients and,
correspondingly, a large drag. Here —
as suggested by the model — the
horizontal top connectors come to the
rescue. They stabilize adjacent
stereocilia in close apposition and, by
doing so, prevent them from moving
independently. As an effect, the liquid
between them is virtually immobilized
and the drag that counteracts the
bundle’s motion greatly reduced
(Figure 1B). Notably, the model doesnot contain any elements of an
active process (or only transducer
channels) but is composed exclusively
of passive elements. So, it seems
that part of the solution to the old
mystery of the viscous drag is already
achieved by means of the hair
bundle’s passive, micromechanical
architecture.
The model and data presented by
Kozlov et al. [6] provide support
for the recently suggested mechanism
of ‘sliding adhesion’ underlying
coherent motion and parallel
transducer gating in hair bundles [12].
Furthermore, it now offers a
quantitative platform for the molecular
dissection of bundle mechanics. For
each of the morphological subsets of
hair-bundle links, at least onemolecular
component has been identified [5].
Finally, it will be exciting to see how
the model responds to connecting
the tip links to some actual
mechanotransducer modules,
which are, so to say, the fun part of
hair-bundle biology. But, until then,
and slightly disappointingly froma sensory biologist’s point of
view, we have to draw the conclusion
that, as a passive mechanical
oscillator operating at high
frequencies in a strongly viscous
environment, the hair bundle is almost
perfect without tip links and transducer
channels.References
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Figure 1. Chromosome segregation during mito
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Monopolin Attracts CondensinTo segregate chromosomes properly, the cell must prevent merotely, an error
that occurs when a single kinetochore is attached to microtubules emanating
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Accurate segregation of the genetic
material during cell division requires
that sister kinetochores attach to
microtubules emanating from opposite
spindle poles. Merotelic kinetochore
orientation is an error in which a single
kinetochore is attached to
microtubules emanating from both
spindle poles [1,2]. If a merotelically
attached kinetochore remains
uncorrected, it causes the chromatid
to lag on the anaphase spindle,
hindering its poleward segregation
(Figure 1). It is important to understand
how cells prevent and correct merotelic
kinetochore attachments because
merotely represents a major
mechanism of aneuploidy in mitotic
cells and is the primary mechanism of
chromosomal instability in cancer cells
[3–8]. Several proteins have been
implicated in correcting or preventing
merotelic attachments, including
condensin and the fission yeast
Pcs1/Mde4 complex, a homolog of
the budding yeast monopolin complex
[9–13]. Two recent studies provide
important insights into how Pcs1/Mde4
and condensin prevent merotelic
kinetochore attachments [14,15].
Previous studies suggested that
both the Csm1/Lrs4 monopolin
subcomplex in the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and its
counterpart Pcs1/Mde4 in the fission
yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe
act at kinetochores as molecularclamps which lock together
microtubule attachment sites.
While the Pcs1/Mde4 complex clamps
together microtubule attachment
sites on a single kinetochore in order
to prevent merotelic attachments, the
Csm1/Lrs4 complex clamps togethermicrotubule binding sites from sister
kinetochores during meiosis I in order
to establish mono-orientation
(attachment of sister kinetochores to
microtubules emanating from the same
pole) [11,16]. Although this model was
consistent with the experimental data
and nicely explained the mutant
phenotype observed in cells lacking
Csm1/Lrs4 or Pcs1/Mde4, it was
rather speculative. A strong argument
in favour of the ‘clamp’ model came
only recently from the structural
analysis of the Csm1/Lrs4 complex.
Corbett et al. [15] showed that the
Csm1/Lrs4 complex has
a distinctive V-shaped structure,
with two pairs of kinetochore-binding
